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Annual Fest of Economica in 2020 

Date of the Event: 5
th

 And 6
th

 March, 2020 

 

Annual Departmental Fest, „Economica‟ was organized on 5
th

 and 6
th

 March, 2020 in the 

seminar hall by the department of economics, Shyam Lal College. Lot of events were 

conducted. Students from other colleges of delhi university have been participated in the 

Economica fest with great enthusiasm. Events were categorized into formal and informal 

events. Formal Events-Battle of thoughts, Ado-Mania, Fraud Defraud and Papyrus. Informal 

Events- Expecto Patronum, Memeord 2.0, Picturesque and the Mad Genius of Poker. Various 

stalls of eatery and fun games were also set up in the college premises to keep the crowd 

engaged. 

The fest was inaugurated with lightening of the lamp by the principal Dr. Rabi Narayan Kar 

of the college, in the presence of all faculty members and students‟ members of economic 

society and others students of college. Teacher in-charge welcomed the principal and guest 

with the flowers and memento. The opening notes for the Annual Fest was delivered by the 

teacher in-charge of the department, sanjeev kumar and thereafter by college principal, who 

congratulated the department for organizing the annual fest and shared his wisdom of words 

and gave his best wishes for the successful conduct of the fest and also motivated the students 

to participate in large number. 

Day one Events started by the Dance performance by the Dance Society of our college 

followed by a quiz, Battle of clicks: a photography competition sponsored by DCOP, Just-a-

minute, Brand-o-maniac where students were given some clues and on the basis of those 

clues, they have to guess the brand. 

Day two events started with Eco Storm: Seminar with paper presentation competition on the 

topics such as followed by Treasure Hunt and Bizzathon related with entrepreneur skills. 

Students were engaging in the activities of craft stalls and others practical activities. 

The attractive feature of the fest besides these competitive events was games stalls, food 

stalls and some craft stalls were also organised. Participants were encouraged with 

certificates & prizes worth of Rs. 1,50,000 in terms of Cash Prize, Coupons, Gift 



 

Voucher and gifts which was distributed by Principal of the college. All these events marked 

an enthusiastic participation from the students and ensured an enriching environment for 

them to promote learning as well as to gain practical knowledge. 250 students attended the 

event.

 

 


